
a test-fi eld of modernism 
and the symbol of the new, youthful europe

Kirchberg 1960, 
reproduction from p. 
118 in Luxembourg

uniformity in design - layer 1: place d’europe; layer 2: european court of justice, jean monnet building 

Jean Monnet buildingEuropean Court of JusticePlace d’Europe

this square is named after europe – but what does it tell about

− the praised and idealised european urbanism?

− the new projects’s relationship with the past, future and the present?

− the projected identities, ideologies and discourses?

place d’europe

face-lifted europe: the renovations

fortress europe: mudam and the fortress museum

mudam: i.m. pei (1991-2001)

philharmonie: nation-centred europe
the sixties kirchberg is be-
ing renovated to project 
a new era. the fascades 
on place d’europe are to 
gain a new exterior. 

the aim is to remove as-
bestos from the buildings 
and also to match the 
buildings to the new lo-
cal treasure - the luxem-
bourg philharmonie.

“until the beginning of the 1990s the 
luxembourg government trusted in 
the great names of architecture and 
thought they could thereby buy good 
architecture.” 

the political forces invested in star ar-
chitect i.m.pei, copying the french as 
usual (e.g. louvre) to transform the fort 
thügen area. the reconstruction of the 
old fortress facing the old city was a 
political issue throughout the 1990s. 

discursive elements on place d’europe include

europe, nation, newness, centre, ‘high’ culture, 
roots, traditions, royalism, defense, nature...

source: ina helweg-nottrot, luxembourg, p. 145

besides the rebuilt fortifi cations and 
casemates to be opened to the pub-
lic and  the fortress museum (to be 
opened in 2008?) will deal with  eu-
ropean history, roots andcolonisers of 
luxembourg.

already an UNESCO and ECC1995 

project, MUDAM opened in 2006.

minimizing public space
as the map at the top of the poster 
shows, the place d’europe has a mon-
ument, imported by the government of 
luxembourg, as its centre point. it’s the 
jewel of kirchberg, sign of its nation-
hood - at the heart of europe. 

the philharmonie ‘eats up’ the public 
space, creating a situation where the 
‘people’ appear as alienated from ‘eu-
rope’.

populated by trees (the european 
grove) and an exclusive hotel, the 
face-lifted and transformed nation-
al library, space for interaction and 
activity is lacking on place d’europe.   

‘...this superior 160-
room hotel forms part 
of the framework of 
facades around the 
place de l’europe.’ 
annual report 2005, 
fund for the urbanisa-
tion and development 
of the kirchberg pla-
teau, p. 71 


